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BAlurAn  – This small peak gives its 
name to the Baluran National Park on 
the eastern tip of Java. It’s a popular 
area to spot rare wildlife but, despite its 
proximity to Bali, very little is known 
about trekking up the mountain itself.

SuMATrA
TeBAk – Also known as ‘Tangkit Tebak’, 
this Lampung mountain looks like it is 
densely forested on the grainy Google 
Earth images. It’s the closest ‘Belum 
Bagged’ peak to Jakarta but we can find 
very little information on it.

PeSAgi  – This is Lampung’s highest 
peak and is close to the delightful 
Danau Ranau. Local students definitely 
do climb this one so it could be 
described as one of the easiest on the 
‘Belum Bagged’ list.

guMAi  – Also near Pagarlam. It is 
anticipated that finding local people 
who have heard of this one, let alone 
those who have set foot on it, will be 
very difficult.

DAun  – This remote Bengkulu peak 
features a 600-metre wide crater lake 
at the summit. Go in a large group 
because this is tiger country.

geDAng – Very little is known about this 
remote peak which lies on the border of 
Bengkulu and Jambi provinces. Can 
you help?

SuMBing  – Not to be confused with 
the peak of the same name in Central 
Java, this Jambi mountain has several 
craters at the top and hot springs lower 
down.

MASurAi  – At 2933 metres above sea 
level, this is Jambi’s highest peak. It can 
be climbed in one long day but it’s quite 
a journey from the closest airport!

rAyA  – Another of Jambi’s remote 
mountains! Gunung Raya towers 
above the beautiful Lake Kerinci.

TuJuh – Famous for the large Gunung 
Tujuh Lake, the highest peak of this 
mountain is very steep (perhaps even 
technical) and has apparently only 
been climbed a handful of times.

PAnTAicerMin  – This mountain is 
pretty close to the city of Padang but 
you’ll definitely have to ask for help 
from local farmers as hiking here is 
unheard of!

TAlAkMAu  – A giant peak in West 
Sumatra, this is apparently one of 
the finest in Indonesia. It is not often 
climbed, and requires a 10 to 12 hour 
hike to the summit, but offers a truly 
amazing panorama.

SorikMArAPi – This volcano has a large 
crater but is not particularly active. It 
can be climbed in one long day but it’s 
a considerable distance from any major 
city.

BAnDAhArA – One of Aceh’s giants. We 
have heard of a Leuser National Park 
tour guide offering trips up this peak 
but we don’t know how many days it 
requires.

SeulAwAh AgAM  – This little peak 
is not far from Banda Aceh. It can be 
climbed in one long day or a weekend. 
One of the easiest on this list!

DAik – This island peak in Kepulauan 
Riau province is crowned with a huge 
vertical rock pinnacle and has never 
been climbed. One for expert rock 
climbers!

PATAh – A trail to the summit of Patah 
was recently created by Maman, a local 
guide from Pagaralam. It takes 3 or 4 
days and there are supposed to be some 
excellent views of the coastline near 
Bengkulu.

Borneo
BAwAng – ‘Onion Mountain’ is about a 
5 hour drive from Pontianak. One of the 
easier ones on this list.

niuT  – This mountain in West 
Kalimantan gives its name to the 
remote Gunung Niut Wildlife Reserve.

BeruMPuT  – Also known simply as 
‘Gunung Rumput’ (Grassy Mountain), 
this long ridge is on the Indonesia-
Malaysia border.

kAhung – This South Kalimantan peak 
may be only 1246 metres high but it 
took one group 12 days to make it to the 
peak and back!

BerATuS  – This peak is pretty close to 
Balikpapan but nobody seems to know 
much about it.

luMuT  – Another peak within striking 
distance of Balikpapan. Unfortunately 
this area is a known Malaria zone and 
one researcher we know came back out 
with the nasty disease recently!

BukiT rAyA  – The tallest peak in 
Kalimantan. People speak very highly 
of the weeklong trek required to bag this 
mountain so if you have time and don’t 
mind leeches this could be the one for 
you! National Park staff are available to 
help you.

cABAng – This lovely island peak lies to 
the southwest of mainland Kalimantan. 
Does anyone have a boat?

SulAweSi
TonggongkArAMBu  – What a name! 
Just Google it to see how popular this 
one is! It’s very close to Makassar – but 
has anyone ever climbed to the top?

SAMBAPolulu  – the highest peak of 
Kabaena island off the coast of South-
east Sulawesi. It’s probably a short hike 
– if you happen to be in this beautiful but 
very remote area. 

gAnDAngDewATA  – This mountain has 
many different spellings so let’s just say 
it is the highest in West Sulawesi. It’s a 
big mountain and supposedly requires a 
weeklong expedition.

SiDole – This mountain is very close to 
Palu and on a particularly narrow part 
of Sulawesi so it probably offers amazing 
views of both coastlines. Best ask for 
help from one of the Pecinta Alam 
student groups in Palu.

MekonggA – South-east Sulawesi’s peak 
is sometimes climbed by keen student 
hikers but it requires 5 days. The closest 
airport is Kolaka so this one could be 
done in a week in total.

AMBAng – Perhaps the least famous of 
North Sulawesi’s many volcanic peaks.

 
SoPuTAn  – This volcano is very active 
at present so safety may be more of a 
concern than actually getting within 
striking distance as it is pretty close to 
Manado. We have a willing guide and 

know it’s a great volcano – but who will 
get there first to report back on it?

nuSA TenggArA
oleT SAngengeS  – We can find very 
little information on this West Sumbawa 
peak, which is also known as Puncak 
Ngenges.

lewoTolo  – Also know as Ile Api, this 
volcano on Lembata island is climbed 
a handful of times a year – mainly 
by Western tourists. Definitely a 
worthwhile outing but do take care as 
there could be a lot of gas around the 
summit itself.

SAngeAng – A very active island volcano 
off the coast of Sumbawa. You can 
definitely climb it with the help of locals 
– it’s just getting there in the first place 
that may take some time.

Doro MAriA and Doro oroMBohA – two 
remote peaks in eastern Sumbawa that 
there is no information on whatsoever.

curunuMBeng  – One of the highest 
mountains in West Flores this is 
probably a fairly straightforward day-
hike through forest. You’ll need to enlist 
the services of some local farmers to 
guide you.

ili wukoh  – One of the least-known 
peaks in Flores. Good luck finding 
anyone who has even heard of it!

lewoToBi – A fabulous volcano in East 
Flores with ‘laki laki’ and ‘perempuan’ 
summit vents. This is perhaps the most 
popular peak on this list but do take care 
and heed local advice about whether or 
not it is safe to climb.

ili MAnDiri  – This beautiful pyramid 
mountain rises above the town of 
Larantuka. You would expect there to be 
a trail to the top but when we were there 
we couldn’t find anyone who had heard 
of one.

ili uJolewung  – Perhaps Lembata’s 
most remote peak. It may be faster to 
take a boat round the island rather than 
use the shockingly poor roads!

Sirung – A fabulous volcano on Pantar 
island. Locals know the way to the 
impressive crater but nobody has been 
to the true highest point yet.

DolA koyAkoyA – The highest point of 
Alor island. Despite this area becoming 
more popular with surfers there is 
basically no information available on 
climbing to the remote highest point of 
the island.

wAnggAMeTi  – The highest peak of 
Sumba. This is bound to be a hot and 
sweaty one and there may not be much 
of a few from the top.

MAluku
kie BeSi  – This volcano is on Makian 
island which is close to Ternate the 
provincial capital of North Maluku. It is, 
however, very active indeed.

BinAiyA  – At 3027 metres high this 
giant is the highest peak for many 
hundreds of kilometres. National Park 
staff are willing to guide you to the top 
and the views are wonderful. Only thing 
is it takes about 10 days to complete!

new guineA

A

cycloPS  – Gunung Bagging founder 
Dan Quinn flew all the way to Jayapura 
to try to climb this mountain in January 
2011. Lying just a few miles from 
Sentani airport it must be Papua’s 
easiest. Unfortunately the guide never 
showed up and Quinn never even set 
foot on the mountain! Logistics can be 
difficult here.

BonSuPiori – This is the highest point 
of Supiori island near Biak which has 
an airport. A short – and therefore 
excruciatingly hot – little mountain for 
which you would need a vast amount of 
water!

ArfAk  – The highest peak of this 
mountain range is apparently called 
Umsini. It’s pretty close to Manokwari 
airport but last we heard there was a 
dispute between two local tribes living 
near the mountain. Are you brave 
enough?

NOTE: This list is also available at 
www.gunungbagging.com/resources/
belum-bagged
If you have information on any of these 
Ribus, please visit our website 
www.gunungbagging.com

Since 2009, Gunung Bagging has been on a mission to get as much 
information as possible on all of Indonesia’s 226 Ribus (mountain 
or volcano peaks in Indonesia with a minimum of 1,000 metres 

topographic prominence). We aren’t doing too badly but there’s a long 
way still to go – especially considering that some of Indonesia’s more 
remote mountains do not even have official names, let alone hiking 
trails!

That is why we need your help! We have compiled a list of 50 peaks for 
which we have very little information. Of all the obscure mountains 
remaining in Indonesia, they are – in our opinion – the 50 that will 
most likely be ‘uncovered’ next!

We are not suggesting the mountains on this list have never been 
climbed – but we are sure that some of them certainly have not! Please 
note that we have not included peaks where we already have lots of 
information, but have not quite reached the true highest point for 
whatever reason. This is an information gathering mission, the fruits of 
which will hopefully be of great use for decades to come for those who 
love exploring this magnificent archipelago. 

How many of the 50 peaks below will still 
be ‘Belum Bagged’ by the end of 2012?

Aint No Mountain High Enough

Belum Bagged
- “Not yet bagged”

By Daniel Patrick Quinn


